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The BSkyB/ITV case
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The parties

British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (BSkyB)

� The UK’s largest pay-TV broadcaster of sports, movies, entertainment and news

� Acquires rights/programming to broadcast on its own channels 

� Supplies its channels on a wholesale basis to other broadcasters (e.g. Virgin Media - cable)

� Retails pay-TV channels (its own and those of third parties) to subscribers - satellite

� Three of BSkyB’s channels available free-to-air (FTA) as part of the “Freeview” offering via the UK 
digital terrestrial (DTT) platform - BSkyB has a 20% stake in DTV Services Limited (DTVSL), the 
consortium which owns and markets Freeview

� Around 75% of BSkyB’s revenue is derived from subscriptions, advertising makes up only a small 
proportion of its revenues

ITV plc (ITV)

� The UK’s largest commercial broadcaster for more than 50 years

� Producer of content through ITV Productions and a broadcaster of FTA TV content

� Holds a 40% stake in Independent Television News Limited (ITN) and a 20% stake in DTVSL

� Around 75% of ITV’s turnover is derived from advertising
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Summary of case

On 17 November 2006, BSkyB announced that it had acquired 696 million shares in ITV 

for a total price of £940 million, amounting to 17.9 per cent of ITV’s issued share capital

� The acquisition took place without any prior consultation of ITV, shortly after Virgin Media had 
approached ITV with an indicative cash and share offer to acquire the whole of ITV

� On 24 May 2007, the Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) 
referred the acquisition to the Competition Commission (CC) for investigation and report

• Given the regulatory regime, the CC had to explore both competition and media plurality 
implications - this presentation focuses on the investigation of competition aspects only

� The CC published its report in December 2007

• It concluded that the transaction would give BSkyB the ability materially to influence ITV’s 
policy – meaning the management of the business, particularly in relation to its competitive 
conduct, including the strategic direction of the company

• The CC found that the transaction would lead to a significant lessening of competition 
(SLC) in the all-TV market (including both pay-TV and FTA services) - BSkyB would have 
both the incentive and the ability to influence ITV’s behaviour so as to weaken the 
competitive constraint ITV posed on BSkyB’s conduct

• As a remedy, the CC suggested that BSkyB should reduce its shareholding in ITV to below 
7.5% - this would eliminate BSkyB’s ability materially to influence ITV’s policy

� BSkyB appealed the CC’s decision before the Competition Appeal Tribunal – on 29 September 
2008, the CAT judged that BSkyB’s challenges be rejected
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The relevant markets

In its analysis of competitive effects, the CC looked at three markets

� Market for audiovisual services

� Market for television advertising

� Market for the supply of national TV news programmes

The CC found a SLC in one of these, the market for audiovisual services

No SLC expected in advertising market

� Potential concern that the parties might coordinate to raise the price of TV advertising

� Contract Rights Renewal Remedy (CRR) currently prevents ITV from raising advertising prices for 
ITV1 and no evidence that parties would be able to raise advertising prices on other channels

� Nature of influence obtained by BSkyB unlikely to facilitate anti-competitive behaviour described by 
third parties (partitioning of audiences by scheduling programmes aimed at different demographics, 
bundling of sales, price decreases to engage in predatory pricing)

No SLC expected in national TV news programme supply

� Indirect link between Sky News and ITN (through ITV’s 40% stake in ITN)

� Unlikely that the transaction would lead Sky News to compete less aggressively with ITN or to 
influence ITV to weaken ITN due to the size of BSkyB’s stake in ITV, the non-strategic nature of 
wholesale news provision and the fact that no new relevant news contracts will come up for renewal 
before 2010

� No evidence to support increased likelihood of coordination between Sky News and ITN
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Market for audiovisual services - the “all-TV market”

The “all-TV market” is highly differentiated and includes FTA and pay-TV as well as 

video on demand (VoD)

� Based on customer switching data provided by BSkyB, the CC found that pay-TV packages are likely 
to be reasonable substitutes for one another - therefore all pay-TV should be in the same relevant 
market

� The CC followed BSkyB’s argument that there was a “chain of demand side substitution that links 
free to air services, basic only pay television packages and pay television packages that contain both 
premium and basic pay television channels”

• However, the CC noted that FTA services are likely to be a closer substitute for pay-TV 
packages that include only basic channels

• FTA services therefore represent a weaker constraint on pay-TV packages including 
premium channels

� The CC found that demand- and supply-side substitution between content suitable for VoD
broadcasting and linear broadcasting were sufficient to include VoD in the same market

• However, the CC noted that the competitive constraint of suppliers that only offer VoD
was likely to be weaker than that of suppliers offering both VoD and linear broadcasting

� The CC rejected the argument that television-over-the-Internet and DVD sales/rentals were part of 
the same economic market
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Audience and platform shares
Audience shares by platform, 2006
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SLC in the “all-TV market”

The CC concluded that BSkyB would have both the incentive and the ability to influence 

ITV’s strategy so as to weaken the constraint it imposed on BSkyB

Incentive - the competitive constraint of the FTA offer on BSkyB’s services, and the 

importance of ITV within the FTA offer 

� The CC found that FTA services posed a constraint on BSkyB’s pricing 

• Based on different market share measures (viewer, revenue and platform shares) BSkyB, 
ITV, the BBC and Virgin Media were the major competitors in the all-TV market

• Virgin was the closest competitor to BSkyB, both in terms of the range of channels and the 
type of content offered

• FTA services also exerted a constraint on BSkyB’s conduct: “BSkyB’s business model relies 
on the ability to persuade customers to pay for the content available in its packages, rather 
than opting for freely-available services”

� The CC found that the BBC and ITV were both key to the strength of the FTA offer (based on their 
viewer shares and their involvement in innovative initiatives such as DTVSL), with C4 and C5 also 
making a significant contribution

Ability - by blocking special resolutions at general meetings, BSkyB could limit ITV’s 

ability to raise funds and thereby rule out strategic options and investments

� Given the dynamic environment in which ITV operates, the CC found it likely that the board would 
need to make major investments requiring external funding over the next 2 or 3 years

� The CC found that a non-pre-emptive rights issue would be the only feasible or efficient funding 
mechanism for some investments, requiring a special resolution
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Examples of how BSkyB might exercise its influence

BSkyB could seek to influence ITV’s strategy in relation to content production and 

commissioning

� Ofcom research suggests that viewers see content as the most important aspect of retail television 
services

� In September 2007, ITV had announced a five-year strategy plan which included a commitment to 
invest heavily in content, but these plans could be contested by shareholders

� BSkyB could prevent ITV from acquiring additional content rights, e.g. for major sports events

BSkyB could seek to influence investment by ITV in high-definition television or in other 

services requiring additional spectrum

� Ofcom’s current proposals are to upgrade the DTT platform over the next few years to allow up to 
four HDTV channels for Public Service Broadcasters

� ITV might need to acquire additional spectrum to offer more HD channels

� While BSkyB might have an incentive to support the development of HD content by ITV, it might 
also have an incentive to reduce ITV’s ability to offer this content FTA

BSkyB could seek to influence the course of any future transactions involving ITV

� BSkyB could influence ITV not to pursue certain acquisitions that would otherwise strengthen ITV’s 
position

� BSkyB could encourage the acquisition of ITV by another buyer who might act in BSkyB’s interest

According to the CC, all of these examples would lead to a loss of rivalry and hence a SLC 

in the all-TV market
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General economic framework for the assessment 

of partial ownership
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Financial interest and corporate control

As recognised by Salop and O’Brien (2000), in analysing competitive effects associated 

with partial ownership, it is helpful to distinguish between two aspects of a change of 

ownership - the acquisition of financial interest and the acquisition of corporate control

� Financial interest - the acquiring firm’s entitlement to a share of the profits of the acquired firm

� Corporate control - the acquiring firm’s ability to control or influence the acquired firm’s competitive 
decision making

The acquisition of financial interest and the acquisition of corporate control have separate 

and distinct impacts on the competitive incentives of the acquiring and the acquired firm

� The acquisition of financial interest affects the unilateral incentives and behaviour of the acquiring 
firm

• The potential concern is that the acquiring firm will have an incentive to raise its price, 
since some of the profit associated with its lost business will be recaptured via its 
shareholding in the acquired firm

� The acquisition of corporate control (or influence) affects the unilateral incentives and behaviour of 
the acquired firm

• The potential concern is that the acquiring firm will have an incentive to raise the acquired 
firm’s price, since some of the profit associated with the acquired firm’s lost business will 
be recaptured by the acquiring firm

There could also be competition issues (both unilateral and co-ordinated effects 

concerns) in relation to confidential information flows between the competing businesses
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Economic theory - acquisition of financial interest

The acquisition of financial interest may reduce the acquiring firm’s unilateral pricing incentives to 

compete

� Some of the sales that the acquiring firm would lose if it raised its price may be diverted to the acquired firm - an 

increase in the acquiring firm’s price raises the profits of the acquired firm

� The acquisition of financial interest allows the acquiring firm to recapture some of the profits that would otherwise be 

lost from a price increase - taking this sales and profit recapture into account creates a greater gain to the acquiring 

firm from a price increase

The increased unilateral incentive of the acquiring firm to raise price does not require that the 

acquiring firm gains control of the acquired firm

� It stems directly from the acquiring firm’s financial interest in the acquired firm - it would still arise if the acquiring 

firm were a passive investor (and if the acquired firm did not raise its price following the transaction)

� It could be greater if the acquiring firm were also to gain control of the acquired firm and be able to raise its price

• On the one hand, there would be less sales recapture - less of the sales that the acquiring firm would lose if 
it raised its price would be diverted to the acquired firm if it also raised its price

• On the other hand, the sales recapture would be more profitable - a higher margin would be earned on the 

lost sales of the acquiring firm that are diverted to the acquired firm - as a consequence, the acquiring firm 

could have an unilateral incentive to raise the price of the acquired firm even if none of the acquired firm’s 
sales were re-diverted to the acquiring firm

The increased unilateral incentive of the acquiring firm to raise price applies in cases where the 

acquiring firm purchases only a partial financial interest in the acquired firm

� The acquiring firm still takes the sales recapture into account in its pricing decisions 

� The incentive of the acquiring firm to raise price is smaller than it would be in a full merger - the acquiring firm 

factors only a partial interest in the acquired firm into its evaluation of the additional profits from a price increase
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Application - acquisition of financial interest
If Bertrand competition with differentiated products, the expected price increase can be simulated 

using standard pricing formulae based on estimates of diversion ratios, gross profit margins and the 

form of demand - assuming, for simplicity, that prices and margins are similar across the two entities

� Linear demand: ∆%P = 0.5 x margin x diversion ratio

� Constant elasticity of demand: ∆%P = margin/(1-margin) x diversion ratio

Example: firm A has a market share of 40%, firm B has a market share of 5%, and firm A acquires a 

financial interest of 20% in firm B

� Firm A might expect to recapture 1.67% of the profit associated with lost business

• Proxy diversion ratio (based on logit model) = 20% x 5%/(1-40%) = 1.67%

� Assuming linear demand, expected price increase by firm A would be 0.8% or less (= 0.5 x margin x 1.67%)

Example: firm B has a market share of 30%

� Firm A might expect to recapture 10% of the profit associated with lost business

• Proxy diversion ratio (based on logit model) = 20% x 30%/(1-40%) = 10%

� Assuming linear demand, expected price increase by firm A would be 5% or less (= 0.5 x margin x 10%)

� Incentive to raise firm A’s price increases with a larger diversion ratio

Example: firm A acquires a financial interest of 10% in firm B

� Firm A might expect to recapture 0.8% of the profit associated with lost business

• Proxy diversion ratio (based on logit model) = 10% x 5%/(1-40%) = 0.8%

� Assuming linear demand, expected price increase by firm A would be 0.4% or less (= 0.5 x margin x 0.8%)

� Incentive to raise firm A’s price decreases with a smaller financial interest in firm B
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Economic theory - acquisition of corporate control
The acquisition of corporate control may reduce the acquired firm’s unilateral pricing incentives to 

compete

� Some of the sales that the acquired firm would lose if it raised its price may be diverted to the acquiring firm - an 

increase in the acquired firm’s price raises the profits of the acquiring firm 

� If the acquiring firm controls the pricing of the acquired firm, then it takes these higher additional profits into account 

when setting the price of the acquired firm

The increased unilateral incentive of the acquired firm to raise price does not require that the 

acquiring firm gains a financial interest in the acquired firm 

� It stems directly from the acquiring firm’s control of the acquired firm - it would still arise if the acquiring firm did not 

have a financial interest in the acquired firm (and if the acquiring firm did not raise its own price following the 

transaction)

� The incentive would be greater if the acquiring firm were to gain control of the acquired firm without having a 

financial interest in the acquired firm

• Where the acquiring firm has a large financial interest in the acquired firm, its incentive to raise the price of 
the acquired firm is constrained by the lost sales and profits suffered by the acquired firm 

• Where the acquiring firm has only a small financial interest in the acquired firm, it takes a free-ride on the 
lost sales and profits suffered by the acquired firm (which are borne mainly by other shareholders) - the 

acquiring firm bears only a share of the cost to the acquired firm of charging a higher price (in line with the 

size of its financial interest) - the incentive of the acquired firm to raise its price is larger than it would be 
in a full merger

The actual effect depends on the ability of the acquiring firm to influence the decisions of the acquired 

firm (i.e. which decisions can be influenced, what is the extent of influence, and whether material to 

competitive outcomes?) - the degree of corporate control gained, given the governance structure of the 

acquired firm and the existence of other shareholders
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Application - acquisition of corporate control

Example: firm A has a market share of 40%, firm B has a market share of 5%, and firm A acquires a 

financial interest of 20% in firm B

� There would be an incentive for firm A to seek to exercise influence over firm B’s behaviour and increase its price

• Firm A would bear 20% of the lost profits of firm B

• Firm A would gain 100% of the profit on recaptured business, equal to 42% of firm B’s lost business 
(40%/(1-5%)) assuming that market shares provide a proxy for the diversion ratio (based on logit model)

• Level of financial interest determines the weight that firm A attaches to the sales of firm A and firm B 

respectively - relative weight = 100%/20% = 5/1

• Assuming linear demand, and assuming full control by firm A over firm B’s conduct, predicted price 
increase by firm B would be 105% or less (= 0.5 x margin x 42% x 5)

� Predicted price increase measures firm A’s desire to raise firm B’s price - competitive assessment depends on whether 

firm A has the ability to influence or control firm B’s behaviour (given the existence of other shareholders in firm B)

Example: firm A acquires a financial interest of 10% in firm B

� There would be a larger incentive for firm A to seek to exercise influence over firm B’s behaviour and increase firm 
B’s price with a smaller financial interest in firm B

• Firm A would bear 10% of the lost profits of firm B

• Firm A would gain 100% of the profit on recaptured business, equal to 42% of firm B’s lost business 

(40%/(1-5%)) assuming that diversion ratios are proxied by market shares (based on logit model)

• Relative weight firm A attaches to sales of firm A and B = 100%/10% = 10/1

• Assuming linear demand, and assuming full control by firm A over firm B’s conduct, predicted price 
increase by firm B would be 210% or less (= 0.5 x margin x 42% x 10)

� However, firm A’s ability to influence or control firm B’s behaviour and raise firm B’s price may fall with a smaller 

financial interest in firm B
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Applying the general economic framework to the 

BSkyB/ITV case
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Possible theories of harm

Acquisition of financial interest

� Potential incentive for BSkyB to increase its pay-TV subscription prices, carriage fees and/or its advertising rates

• Some viewers and/or advertisers would turn away from BSkyB and to ITV, leading to an increase in ITV’s 
advertising revenues

• BSkyB would receive 17.9% of additional ITV advertising profit

� The relatively small financial interest held by BSkyB in ITV is a reason to expect the magnitude of effects to be 
modest

� General economic framework is relevant to test materiality of effects – although features of the UK television market 

raise certain implementation issues, and standard pricing formulae may not be directly applicable 

Acquisition of corporate control

� Potential incentive for BSkyB to weaken the competitiveness of ITV’s offer

• Some viewers and/or advertisers would turn away from ITV to BSkyB

• BSkyB would receive additional pay-TV subscription and/or advertising profit

� The relatively small financial interest held by BSkyB in ITV is a reason to expect these incentives to be large

� However, with a shareholding of 17.9%, and without board representation, BSkyB would not have had influence over 

ITV’s day-to-day management decisions (e.g. the setting of advertising rates)

� The CC’s theory of harm was based on BSkyB’s ability to influence ITV’s strategic decisions

� Standard pricing formulae not directly applicable to strategic decisions - but general economic framework relevant in 

order to understand whether, in practice, BSkyB would have the incentive to influence ITV’s strategy
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Advertising - acquisition of financial interest

A potential concern is that BSkyB would have an incentive to raise its advertising rates

� Some of the profit associated with BSkyB’s lost advertising business would be recaptured via its 
shareholding in ITV

� Advertising revenues related to share of commercial impacts – so advertising diversion ratios 
proxied by commercial viewing shares (i.e. excluding BBC, licence fee funded)

Applying the general economic framework yields expected price increases of circa 3.5%

� BSkyB would expect to recapture 7% of profit associated with lost advertising business

• ITV’s viewer share in the all-TV market excl. the BBC is 35%, BSkyB’s share is 10%

• Proxy advertising diversion ratio from BSkyB to ITV of 39% = 35%/(1-10%)

• BSkyB recapture = 17.9% x 39% = 7%

� BSkyB’s predicted price increase as a consequence of its financial interest in ITV = 0.5 x profit 
margin x 7.0% = 3.5%

Competition concern modest due to relatively small financial interest of BSkyB in ITV

� Diversion ratio from BSkyB to ITV is significant (39%), but predicted price increase is modest as 
BSkyB holds only a relatively small financial interest in ITV (17.9%)

� A larger financial interest in ITV would have raised greater competition concerns

• With a financial interest of 40%, diversion ratio would still be 39%, but BSkyB would 
expect to recapture 16% of profit associated with lost business (= 40% x 39%) - predicted 
price increase of circa 8% (= 0.5 x profit margin x 16%)
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Subscriptions - acquisition of financial interest
Another potential concern is that BSkyB would have an incentive to raise its pay-TV subscription 

prices and/or its wholesale prices to other distribution platforms

General economic framework is relevant, but features of the UK television market mean that standard 

pricing formulae are not directly applicable
� Broadcasters have different business models/revenue sources, so diversion ratios not proxied by market shares (i.e. 

ITV FTA channels advertising funded, BSkyB pay-TV subscriptions and some advertising)

� Competition for viewers and distribution platform take-up are inter-related

• Quantity and quality of available channels impacts on consumer’s platform choice (i.e. pay satellite, free 

satellite, cable and DTT)

• Consumer’s platform choice impacts on channel viewing performance (e.g. ITV audience share higher in 

DTT homes than in pay satellite or cable homes)

Lost BSkyB pay-TV subscription revenues would not be offset by any direct increase in revenues from 

consumers, as ITV channels free-to-air, but

� Some of the profit associated with BSkyB’s lost pay-TV subscription revenues and/or carriage fees (plus the 

associated loss of BSkyB’s advertising revenues) might be recaptured via its shareholding in ITV, through higher ITV 

commercial viewing share and so higher ITV advertising revenues

• Higher ITV audience share within pay-TV homes if some BSkyB subscribers switch towards content 
packages containing a greater proportion of FTA versus pay-TV channels

• Higher ITV audience share if some BSkyB subscribers switch to free satellite and DTT platforms

If BSkyB’s incentive to raise its advertising rates is modest, then a large incentive to raise its pay-TV 

subscription prices is unlikely - would only exist if ITV viewer recapture were much greater and/or if 

BSkyB’s advertising revenues per lost subscriber were much greater than its subscription revenues per 

lost subscriber (but BSkyB’s subscription revenues more than 10x its advertising revenues)
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Advertising - acquisition of corporate control

A potential concern is that BSkyB would have an incentive to raise ITV’s advertising rates

� Some of the profit associated with ITV’s lost advertising business would be recaptured by BSkyB

Applying the general economic framework reveals that if BSkyB had the ability to 

influence ITV’s setting of advertising rates, then its shareholding in ITV could raise 

significant competition concerns

If BSkyB had full control over the setting of ITV’s advertising rates:

� Diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB is modest, but predicted price increase is large as BSkyB holds 
only a relatively small financial interest in ITV

� Proxy advertising diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB of 15% (= 10%/(1-35%)) based on 
commercial viewing shares, BSkyB would retain 100% of diverted profits

� Relative weight BSkyB attaches to sales of BSkyB and ITV = 100%/17.9% = 5.6/1

� Predicted price increase of 42% (= 0.5 x profit margin x 15% x 5.6)

However, a shareholding of 17.9% considered to be insufficient to provide BSkyB with the 

ability to influence ITV’s setting of advertising rates

Moreover, Contract Rights Renewal Remedy (CRR) currently prevents ITV from raising 

advertising prices for ITV1
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Viewers - acquisition of corporate control

With a shareholding of 17.9%, and without board representation, BSkyB would not have had influence 

over ITV’s day-to-day management decisions - the CC’s theory of harm was based on BSkyB’s ability 

to influence ITV’s strategic decisions

The CC was concerned that BSkyB would use its strategic control to worsen ITV’s offer so as to 

weaken the competitive constraint it imposes on BSkyB, e.g.

� Investment in the quality of ITV’s programming (i.e. content production and programming)

� The course of any future transactions involving ITV

By their nature, these are ‘yes or no’ investment decisions (in contrast to ‘marginal’ pricing decisions), 

but the general economic framework is nevertheless relevant

� ‘Marginal’ decisions (e.g. pricing): economic theory suggests that there is always an incentive to raise price if partial 
ownership of a competitor - standard pricing formulae can be used to simulate the magnitude of the incentive and 

whether the effect would be material – i.e. how big an effect?

� Discrete or ‘lumpy’ decisions (e.g. investments): economic theory suggests that there may or may not be an incentive 
to exercise control – standard pricing formulae can be adapted to explore whether, given the critical loss, exercising 

control would be profitable – i.e. whether an effect?

• Costs to BSkyB = impairment of 17.9% financial interest in ITV

• Benefits to BSkyB = increased subscription and/or advertising profit as viewers turn away from ITV

Magnitude of costs and benefits, and so incentive to influence strategic decisions, depends on which 

ITV investments could be influenced by BSkyB and whether/how these matter for competitiveness
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Advertising - incentive to worsen ITV’s offer

If ITV were to lose viewers, ignoring any increased BSkyB pay-TV subscription revenues due to 

greater take-up of pay-TV

� Proxy advertising diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB of 15% (= 10%/(1-35%)) based on commercial viewing shares

� BSkyB would retain 100% of additional profit from diverted advertising revenues, but bear only 17.9% of ITV’s lost 

advertising profit

If diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB > BSkyB financial interest in ITV, then influence unambiguously 

profitable 

� Proxy advertising diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB of 15% compared with BSkyB financial interest in ITV of 

17.9%

But if diversion ratio from ITV to BSkyB < BSkyB financial interest in ITV, then influence not 

necessarily unprofitable - depends on the magnitude of ITV’s cost savings associated with a reduction 

in investment, BSkyB retaining 17.9% of ITV’s cost savings

� In 2006, total ITV broadcasting schedule costs of circa £1,000 million and total ITV net advertising revenues of circa 

£1,500 million – implied ITV elasticity of advertising revenues to programming costs of 2/3

� If the relevant strategic decision were whether to reduce ITV’s programming costs by 20%

• Total saving in ITV’s programming costs of £200 million (20%), consequent reduction in ITV’s net 
advertising revenues of £207 million (13.8%), and a reduction in ITV’s profits of £7.34 million

• BSkyB share of reduction in ITV’s profits of £1.31 million (= 17.9% financial interest x £7.34 million)

• BSkyB uplift in advertising revenues of £31.10 million (= 15% diversion ratio x £207 million)

In relation to advertising revenues, and ignoring any increased pay-TV subscriptions, BSkyB would 

seem to have an incentive to influence the behaviour of ITV so as to worsen its quality
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Subscriptions - incentive to worsen ITV’s offer

If lower quality ITV offer were also to generate increased BSkyB pay-TV subscription 

revenues, then an additional incentive for BSkyB to influence ITV’s strategic decisions

� The CC’s findings: (i) FTA services exert a constraint on BSkyB’s conduct (“BSkyB’s business model 
relies on the ability to persuade customers to pay for the content available in its packages, rather than 
opting for freely-available services”) and (ii) the importance of ITV within the FTA offer 

� Magnitude of incentive depends on level of additional subscription revenues that BSkyB would 
attract, and the associated costs of serving additional pay-TV subscribers - BSkyB the largest pay-TV 
provider, and so likely to be the primary beneficiary of any increased take-up of pay-TV

� BSkyB’s subscription revenues per subscriber much greater than its advertising revenues per 
subscriber – suggests that only a modest uplift in the number of pay-TV subscribers could have a 
large additional effect on BSkyB’s incentive to influence ITV’s strategic decisions (depending on the 
incremental costs, and so the margin, associated with greater pay-TV take up)

Overall, BSkyB would seem to have a large incentive to influence the behaviour of ITV so 

as to worsen its quality

The crucial question - ability to influence:

� Whether BSkyB would have the ability to exert any material influence on the strategic behaviour of 
ITV, given its shareholding of 17.9%

� Or whether BSkyB’s potential influence on ITV’s strategic decisions would be effectively constrained 
by the other shareholders in ITV?
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Some general observations
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Some general observations (I)

Issues will differ on a case-by-case basis - two potential theories of harm associated with 

partial ownership

� The acquisition of financial interest affects the unilateral incentives and behaviour of the acquiring 
firm

• The potential concern is that the acquiring firm will have an incentive to raise its price, since some of the 
profit associated with its lost business will be recaptured via its shareholding in the acquired firm

� The acquisition of corporate control (or influence) affects the unilateral incentives and behaviour of 
the acquired firm

• The potential concern is that the acquiring firm will have an incentive to raise the acquired firm’s price, 
since some of the profit associated with the acquired firm’s lost business will be recaptured by the 
acquiring firm

In the BSkyB/ITV case, the concern was that the acquisition of a small financial interest 

in a competitor could damage competition if this were to generate the possibility of 

influence over the acquired firm’s actions

� General economic framework predicts possibility of strong incentives for the acquiring firm to 
weaken the competitiveness of the acquired firm if its financial interest is small 

� In these circumstances, key issue is whether a small financial interest provides the acquiring firm 
with control or influence over the competitive behaviour of the acquired firm – depends on the 
other shareholders and the governance structure of the acquired firm
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Some general observations (II)

Burden and standard of proof

� The BSkyB/ITV case illustrates that the acquisition of a small financial interest in a competitor could 
entail a relatively small probability of large detrimental effects, e.g.

• If this were to provide influence over strategic decisions, but not day-to-day management decisions, and if 
occasions to influence strategic decisions were infrequent and uncertain

• If the competitive implications of these strategic decisions were potentially large

� Burden of proof - onus on competition authorities to identify which decisions could be influenced 
by the acquiring firm (i.e. ability), how these decisions would impact on market outcomes (i.e. effect), 
and whether it would be profitable for the acquiring firm to do so (i.e. incentive)

� Standard of proof - a balance of probabilities test may not provide the appropriate basis for 
intervention from a welfare perspective (i.e. it may be welfare improving to eliminate a small 
probability of large detrimental effects)

Remedies

� Targeted to address the concern on a case-by-case basis:

• The acquisition of financial interest - removing control over the decision-making of the acquired firm 
would not eliminate the acquiring firm’s incentive to increase its price

• The acquisition of corporate control - reducing the size of the financial interest would not eliminate the 

acquired firm’s incentive to increase its price (indeed may be counter-productive, unless influence over the 
acquired firm’s actions is thereby removed)

� The welfare costs (i.e. loss of customer benefits) associated with divestiture of a small financial 
interest may be limited - efficiencies associated with holding a passive financial interest?
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Annex

The BSkyB/ITV case: material influence
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The CC’s conclusions

The CC concluded that the transaction had created a relevant merger situation because BSkyB’s share 

of 17.9% in ITV gave it the ability materially to influence the policy of ITV
� The size of BSkyB’s shareholding, both in absolute and in relative terms, would give BSkyB the ability to block special 

resolutions put forward by ITV’s management - with a stake of 17.9%, BSkyB was by far the largest shareholder in 

ITV (the next largest shareholder had a stake of more than 5%, three other shareholders had stakes of more than 3%)

� Combined with the size of BSkyB’s shareholding, its importance and stature as an industry player might give it the 

ability to influence the strategy of the ITV board

BSkyB’s ability to block special resolutions would limit ITV’s strategic options

� Based on ITV’s credit ratings and its strategy for the next two to three years, the CC concluded that, in order to 

pursue certain major strategic options, ITV was likely to need equity funding

� The ability of BSkyB to block special resolutions would limit ITV’s ability to raise (equity) funds

BSkyB could materially influence ITV’s policy without the need to block a special resolution

� Given the size of BSkyB’s shareholding and its ability to block special resolutions, it could influence policy 

formulation already at an earlier stage, for example through meetings between shareholders and ITV

BSkyB’s industry knowledge and standing, together with its position as the largest shareholder, would 
increase its ability to influence other shareholders to vote against special resolutions

� The ability to influence other shareholders would enable BSkyB to block special resolutions with them

The CC found that the most appropriate remedy would be for BSkyB to reduce its shareholding to 
such a level that it would no longer have material influence over ITV

� Based on an analysis of past voting patterns at ITV general meetings, the CC estimated that BSkyB would need a 

shareholding of 7.5% or more to block a special resolution

� The CC concluded that if BSkyB reduced its shareholding to a level below 7.5%, it would no longer be able to block 
special resolutions, and would hence no longer have material influence over ITV’s policy
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Ability to block special resolutions

In previous CC and OFT decisions, the ability to block special resolutions was regarded 

as a strong indicator of material influence

� Usually more than 25% of the votes cast at a general meeting are required to block a special 
resolution or a scheme of arrangement

• Special resolutions are required to make changes to a company’s constitution and to carry 
out certain procedures that affect the rights of shareholders, including the buyback of 
shares and the waiver of pre-emption rights (waiving pre-emption rights allows the issue of 
new shares without the need to make an offer to all shareholders)

• A scheme of arrangement is one potential way of giving effect to a merger (it also requires 
court approval); the CC used the term “special resolutions” as including schemes of 
arrangement

Based on past voting patterns at ITV general meetings, the CC concluded that although 

BSkyB’s shareholding was below 25%, it would be able to block special resolutions

� BSky B would have been able to block special resolutions proposed by the ITV management on its 
own at all but one of the five general meetings of ITV shareholders

� At the remaining meeting, BSkyB could have blocked special resolutions by voting with the other
shareholders voting against them

� The CC rejected the argument put forward by BSkyB that past voting patterns were not a good 
indicator of the future because there was a general trend to increased turnout at general meetings 
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Effective weight of BSkyB’s shareholding

BSkyB submitted four reports by corporate advisory firm Lintstock, which argued that past voting 

patterns did not provide a good proxy for the future

� Historic voting patterns should be adjusted to allow for an increase in turnout because

• There is a trend towards increasing concentration of ownership in listed companies

• There is a gradual upward trend in voting levels across FTSE 100 companies generally, derived in part 
from the increasing concentration in ownership

• Issues that are contentious tend to elicit higher voting levels.

� Given these trends, a 7.3% increase in turnout should be assumed across all FTSE companies

• BSkyB noted that at the one general meeting of ITV held since the acquisition of its shareholding, BSkyB’s
shares represented 24.9% and therefore less than the 25% necessary to block a special resolution

• BSkyB argued that this demonstrated the trend towards increased turnout identified by Lintstock

To address the points raised in the Lintstock reports, the CC assessed the weight of BSkyB’s 17.9% 

shareholding - given historical turnout - based on different assumptions regarding overall turnout

� All shareholders which BSkyB replaced had been active voters at general meetings

� The largest shareholder which BSkyB replaced had been active, but the others had not

� The BSkyB stake replaced shareholders who would have voted in line with the average

Effective turnout given votes withheld

Historical voting against motions at ITV
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CC analysis of past voting patterns

Assumption: all shareholders which BSkyB replaced had been active voters at general 

meetings (supported by CC analysis of the behaviour of shareholders BSkyB replaced)

� Adjustment of the effective weight of BSkyB’s shareholding for the level of turnout shows that the 
effective weight of BSkyB’s shareholding was higher than 25% at all but one general meeting

28.6%62.62%April 2004

27.1%66.12%February 2005

25.6%70.05%May 2005

27.1%66.07%May 2006

24.9%71.90%May 2007

Effective weight of 17.9%Actual turnoutMeeting

Source: CC report on BSkyB/ITV, Appendix D
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CC analysis of past voting patterns

Alternative assumption 1: only the largest shareholders that BSkyB replaced had been an 

active voter at general meetings and turnout might therefore increase by the size of 

holdings of smaller shareholders

� Adjust turnout by applying the actual voting turnout to 93.5% (100% less BSkyB stake plus 11.4% 
stake of Fidelity, from whom BSkyB purchased much of its shareholding)

� Then apply 100% weight to the remaining 6.5% (difference between Fidelity and BSkyB stake) and 
add this to the result calculated above to arrive at an increased turnout

� BSkyB would have controlled less than 25% at two general meetings

26.8%62.62%April 2004

25.4%66.12%February 2005

24.0%70.05%May 2005

25.4%66.07%May 2006

23.4%71.90%May 2007

Effective weight of 17.9% with 

adjustment
Actual turnoutMeeting

Source: CC report on BSkyB/ITV, Appendix D
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CC analysis of past voting patterns

Alternative assumption 2: BSkyB stake replaces shareholders who would have voted in line 

with average 

� Reduce total turnout by 17.9% and then add 17.9% percentage points (17.9% / (actual turnout x 
82.1% + 17.9%)

� BSkyB would have had more than 25% at only one general meeting

25.8%62.62%April 2004

24.8%66.12%February 2005

23.7%70.05%May 2005

24.8%66.07%May 2006

23.3%71.90%May 2007

Effective weight of 17.9% with 

adjustment
Actual turnoutMeeting

Source: CC report on BSkyB/ITV, Appendix D
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CC analysis of past voting patterns

Effective turnout given votes withheld

� Total turnout at meeting does not consider that some shareholders go to the meeting, but withhold 
their votes on certain resolutions

� At the last AGM (2007) the total number of votes cast ranged from 68 to 72%, in 2004 this range was 
56 to 63%

0-5

0-2

0-2

0-0

0-11

Withheld (% turnout)

0-762.62%April 2004

0-066.12%February 2005

0-170.05%May 2005

0-166.07%May 2006

0-471.90%May 2007

Withheld (% total 

shares)
Actual turnoutMeeting

Source: CC report on BSkyB/ITV, Appendix D
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CC analysis of past voting patterns

Historical voting against motions at ITV

� Not all shareholders necessarily voted in favour of all special resolutions in the past

� In the AGM in 2006, votes representing 0-6% of issued capital were cast against certain resolutions; 
in the 2007 AGM this was reduced to 0-3%

66-72

60-66

68-70

63-63

52-62

Range of “pro” votes 

as % of total shares

0-462.62%April 2004

3-366.12%February 2005

0-270.05%May 2005

0-666.07%May 2006

0-371.90%May 2007

Range of “against” 

votes as % of total 

shares

Actual turnoutMeeting

Source: CC report on BSkyB/ITV, Appendix D
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